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Lion: 0.5-0.7mg/kg xylazine or 0.5mg/kg
with phencyclidine
Hyaena: Img/kg or Img/kg with phencycli-
dine
Impala: 0.87-8.37mg/kg or O.4-0.5mg with
etorphine for adult animal
Buffalo: 0.2Q...-l.25mg/kg or 5mg with etor-
phine for adult wild bull
Eland: O.6mg/kg or 4-5mg with etorphine for
adult wild animal
Kudu: O.7mg/kg or 3-4mg with etorphine for
adult wild animal
The duration of action of xylazine is
dose dependent. Recovery is usually
smooth but the animals can react to loud
noise and physical contact by regaining
consciousness and their feet too soon. So
they should be left alone and in a quiet
place with no disturbances.
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Recognition of the Proper Shoeing




Horseshoeing is a vast and complex art
and science, and it has many areas which
will not be discussed here. Rather, I will
limit this discussion to the proper shoeing
of the normal working horse. The average
Quarter Horse with a sound healthy foot
will be con,side-r~d the normal working
horse for the purposes of this article. It
must be remembered that horse.s with gait
or conformation problems will be shod as
variations to the normal.
Purpose of the Shoes
Why shoe a normal healthy horse? The
horse has been bred and used over the
years in an environment artificially cre-
ated by man. Gravel roads and show
arenas are very traumatic to the hoof.
-Dr. Riegger is a 1974 graduate of the College of Vet-
erinary Medicine, Iowa State University.
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Coupled with this unnatural trauma, man
has selectively bred fo~ the smaller, more
refined hoof, which is less durable. Con-
sequently the horse is less able to with-
stand a rigorous program of use. To en-
able the horse to rem,ain usable over a
season, the shoe is used to give resistance
to the hoof. Thus the purpose of shoeing
a normal working horse is aimed at in.-
creased durability without the loss of na-
tural mobility.
The Shoes
The primary consideration for the
working horse is the angle and the b·al-
ance of the hoof. The "way of going"
is only important as it relates to the ath-
letic ability of the working animal. A ,close
analogy is the tennis shoe that we we.ar.
A good fitting tennis shoe is an asset to an
athlete, while an improperly fit shoe is a
detriment.
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figure 1. a) slope of anterior hoof wall, ~) axis of
pastern, c) axis of cannon. Note that lines a and b
are parallel. Also note that the bulb of the heel
just touches line c, which is perpendicular to the
ground.
The angle of the hoof wall must be
determined for each horse individually ac-
cording to the landmarks of the horse.
The bulb of the heel should just touch the
axis of the cannon (which is perpendicu-
lar to the ground), and the slope of the
pastern should be the same as the slope
of the hoof as shown in figure 1.
The plane of Ithe ventral surface of the
hoof with respeet to the axis of the can-
non should be perpendicular. This rela-
tionship, called balance, is determined- by
viewing the hoof from the posterior view
as illustrated in figure 2.
The types and styles of shoes ,are nu-
merous and can be identified in catalogs,
but for normal situations the average
working horse needs only a plate. The
shoe should be shaped to the hoof. It is
improper to shape the hoof to the shoe.
There should be no "daylight" between
the hoof and the shoe. The n·ail hole'S
should be located in the anterior 60 per-




figure 2. a) the distance from the ground to the
hair line, b) ground surface, c) axis of the cannon.
Note that lines band c are perpendicular. The a
lines represent that a properly prepared hoof will
be symmetrical.
a
figure 3. a) anterior extent of the shoe, b) the dis-
tance from the end of the hoof to the end of the
shoe. Note that a is flush with the slope of the
anterior hoof wall. Distance b may be up to one-
fourth of an inch. Notice that the anterior face of
the hoof (c) is a straight line. One of the most com-
mon faults in shoeing is when this line is rounded
off. Occasionally dubbing of the rear feet is neces..
sary, as in an animal that over-reaches.
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improper proper
figure 4. a) region of the hoof where shoe edge
and hoof wall meet, b) region of the shoe where it
extends up to one-eighth of an inch lateral from
the hoof wall margin (d). c) frog.
flush with the edge of the hoof wall. The
posterior 40 percent of the shoe should
gradually extend laterally beyond the
edge of the hoof wall, so that the shoe is
one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch
wider than the w·all (fi;gures 3 and 4). The
end of the shoe ,can extend posteriorly up
to one=fourth of an inch beyond the end
of the hoof.
Viewing the hoof from the volar or
plantar surface, the shoe will cover the
white line of the hoof. It is important that
the shoe not trap dirt and debris in the
area beside the frog (figure 5). One should
be able to pass ·a hoof pick betw'een the
frog and the end of the shoe.
The Nails
The nails and their placement are very
important. There is a variety of sizes and
shapes of nails. For the average shoe sizes
(000 to 1, Diamond Shoes), the number
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improper proper
figure 5. Note that when the shoes are properly
placed there are no special areas to collect dirt as
are present in the improper method of placing
shoes.
five city head nail (Capewell Mfg.) is rec-
ommended. The nails should be driven,
parallel to the growth of the fibers of the
hoof (illustrated in figure 6). This pro-
duces the least destruction of hoof fibers
and reduces the tendency for nails to tear
out chunks of hoof.
Another important point is the height
of the nails on the hoof wall. Obviously
the various hoof sizes and shapes will re-
quire different heights, but over the size
range 000 to 1) five-eighths of an inch to
one inch is suitable. Nails which are less
than one-half of an inch above the dorsal
shoe surface have a tendency to tear out
.a piece of the hoof wall. The tops of the
nails should all fallon a straight line and
this line may be. parallel to the ground sur-
face or a compromise between the line of
the coronet and the ground line (figure 7).
The clinch .should be approximately
one-eighth of an inch long ,and nearly
flush with the surface of the hoof wall.
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fi,gure 6. a) direction of growth of the hoof fibers,
b) proper direction for the nails. Note that lines
a and b are parallel.
The--,nail heads should not extend more
than one-sixteenth of an inch below the
surface of the shoe.
Replacement and Reset
How long should a set of shoes be left
on? The shoes on the average working
horse should be reset every four to six
weeks during the heavy use season.. If
shoes are not reset at frequent enough
intervals, the elongated hoof will decrease
the ,athletic ability of the individual and
in addition will cause excess strain to the
flexor tendons and sU'spensory ligam.ents.
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figure 7. a)compromise line for nails, b) straight
line parallel to the ground surface, c) line rep-
resenting the dorsal surface of the shoe and the
bottom surface of the hoof, d) one inch distance,
e) five-eighths inch distance. Note that there is
some flexibility in the height of line b, depending
on the size of the hoof (five-eighths of an inch to
one inch).
Summary
In summary the major considerations
in recognizing proper shoeing are the
angle ,and balance of the hoof, the shape
of the shoe, the fit of the shoe and the
character of the set of the nails.
The last comment I will make concerns
the symmetry of the hoof on an indi-
vidual. The front feet generally are mirror
images of each other and the same holds
true for the hind feet. The front hooves
usu·ally are one-h,alf to one size larger that
the rear hoves (Diamond Shoe sizes).
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